The post-impact spread, recoil, and shape oscillations of a droplet impinging on a dry horizontal hydrophobic substrate at low Weber numbers (We) (9.0 < We < 25) are modeled as the behavior of a second-order damped harmonic system. Experiments were conducted to capture the spread dynamics of droplets of six different liquids impinging on a Teflon substrate using a high speed digital visualization and image processing. The selected liquids cover a wide range of viscosities and surface tension coefficients, and their Ohnesorge and Capillary numbers vary by three orders of magnitude (0.002 ≤ Oh ≤ 1.57; 0.007 ≤ Ca ≤ 7.59). High-resolution photographic images of the post-impact spread-recoil process at different We are analyzed to obtain the temporal variations of the spread factor (ratio of liquid spread to droplet diameter) and the flatness factor (ratio of liquid height to droplet diameter). These are found to be represented by the damped harmonic response of a mass-springdamper system, where the surface tension force acts as a spring and liquid viscosity provides the damping. Due to contact angle hysteresis, the frequency of oscillations for the transient flatness factor variation is slightly different from that for the spread factor variation. Semi-empirical correlations are developed for both the oscillation frequency and the damping factor as a function of drop Weber and Reynolds numbers. The predictions of temporal variations of the spread and flatness factors from these equations agree very well with experimental measurements on the hydrophobic Teflon substrate. C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of spray droplets impinging on a solid surface, characterized by their spread, recoil, and shape oscillations, critically influence many engineering processes such as spray coating, near net-shape manufacturing, spray cooling, ink-jet printing, spray painting, and crop spraying. Not surprisingly, a large number of experimental, analytical, and computational investigations of dropimpact dynamics, particularly for characterizing their shape and maximum spread, are reported in the literature.
1, 2 In the classical experimental study by Worthington, 3 which was perhaps the first reported photo-visualization, drop-shape changes during the post-impact spreading of milk and mercury drops on glass were recorded using rather rudimentary imaging techniques of the time. In the last three decades, however, relatively more detailed images of the process have been captured with the use of high-speed cameras for a variety of liquid-substrate combinations (see, for example, Chandra and Avedisian; 4 Asai et al.; 5 Mao et al.;
6Š ikalo et al.; 7 and Gatne et al. 8 ). The observed drop behavior, generally described by the process of deposition, prompt or corona splash, receding breakup, and partial or complete rebound, has been categorized into six different post-impact outcomes by Rioboo et al. 9, 10 Also, the qualitative effects of the impact velocity, drop size, liquid properties (density, surface tension, and viscosity), and surface wettability or substrate surface energy on the spread outcomes have been well documented. Substrate deposition (i.e., spread-recoil oscillations without any splash, breakup, or complete/ partial rebound) is the most desired drop behavior in many spray applications, and the attendant dynamics is the focus of the present investigation. During deposition, a liquid droplet impinging on a horizontal dry surface at low Weber number (We) spreads as a thin circular disk with a thick outer rim if the Ohnesorge number Oh is also low, or spreads as a thick layer if the Oh is high. The spatial coverage of the drop reaches a maximum when part of the initial kinetic energy is consumed in viscous dissipation and the remainder is used to do work against interfacial forces. At this instance, the relatively higher advancing contact angle changes to a lower receding contact angle. During this contact angle hysteresis, while the drop shape changes the spread remains essentially the same. The droplet then recoils to form a liquid column, which subsequently collapses to spread again. These spread-recoil oscillations continue in time until the viscous force completely damps the motion and an equilibrium condition is attained. Typical images of these different stages in post-impact drop spread dynamics at a low We are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In characterizing the spreading process, the temporal variations of instantaneous drop spread D and its height h are usually normalized by the drop diameter prior to impact d o and represented by their respective dimensionless spread factor β (= D/d o ) and flatness factor δ (= h/d o ). The spread outcome for an impinging drop of initial diameter d o and velocity V on a substrate of specified surface energy, or wettability as attributed to the contact angle θ , is generally dictated by a complex interplay of liquid properties (dynamic viscosity μ, density ρ, and surface tension σ ). These are scaled by several groupings of inertia, viscous force, and surface tension force that are described by the following:
Capillary number, Ca ∼ viscous force surface tension
Much of the literature 1 has been focused on devising predictive tools for the maximum spread factor. Based on scale estimates of initial kinetic energy, viscous dissipation, and surface tension, and employing the principle of energy conservation at the point of maximum spread, several different correlations have been proposed to predict the maximum spread of the droplet. 4-6, 11, 12 Roisman et al. 13 developed a model for drop spread and receding by considering the drop as a thin circular disk with a think outer rim, and its predictions agreed with their own experimental measurements during initial spreading. Few attempts have been made to model the post-impact transient drop spread-recoil-oscillation to equilibrium behavior, which is the objective of this paper.
While computational modeling is an attractive means of simulating the dynamic drop behavior, the process is rather challenging as it requires accurate tracking and prediction of the continuously deforming gas-liquid interface. Some simulations for a single drop impact have been carried out using the arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (Fukai et al. 14 Sanjeev et al. 17 ), and level-set (Ding and Spelt 18 ) methods, but they tend to be computationally very intensive. Moreover, simulations tend to be sensitive to the advancing and receding contact angle variations and the attempts to model this behavior as a function of contact line velocity, along with substrate and liquid properties, have not been universally successful in achieving the level of accuracy that is needed for simulations. Modeling the dynamic contact angle behavior during post-impact spreading and recoil thus remains an unresolved challenge. Furthermore, typical atomization devices produce sprays with a spectrum of droplet diameters and impact velocities, and this would require multiple simulations to cover the entire range. Thus, a simple model that predicts the dynamics of droplet-surface interactions for the expected spectrum of drop sizes and velocities (or We and Re) would be desirable. This paper provides such a model by considering the process of drop spread and recoil oscillations to be analogous to the behavior of a simple damped-harmonic system. The model was developed using experimental data for temporal variations in the spread and height of droplets of six different liquids, covering a large range of properties (surface tension and viscosity), Weber number We, and Reynolds number Re.
II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
As shown in a schematic of the experimental apparatus (Fig. 2) , carefully controlled droplets were generated using a precision syringe that has provision for interchangeable needles for varying the orifice diameter, and hence the drop size. The syringe was mounted on a vertical sliding stand and could be lowered or raised in a calibrated manner so as to release the droplet from different predetermined heights. The hydrophobic substrate was prepared by wrapping a glass microscope slide with a uniform layer of Teflon tape. The substrate was placed on a leveling table, which controls its horizontal alignment as well as its perpendicularity to the syringe mount and drop trajectory. The post-impact drop-surface interactions were captured in real time using a high-speed high-resolution digital video camera system (Hi-Dcam-II version 3.0; NAC Image Technology) equipped with an 8× magnification lens for close-up images. The camera was aligned at zero degrees to the substrate orientation so as to obtain a frontal view of the drop impact. A focusing, single-ended daylight PAR (parabolic aluminized reflector) lighting system (Model Lux125; ARRI Inc.) along with a glossy white reflector was used for providing sharply contrasting and continuous lighting. With the camera frame rate set at 2000 fps and a shutter speed of 1/4000, sequential images of the impinging drop and its post-impact spread-recoil-oscillations behavior were captured in real time high-resolution streaming video. A MATLAB R -based computer program was developed to analyze the large number of sequential images of drop deposition process in order to determine, with consistent precision, the temporal evolution of the liquid spread and height. For each case (d o , V, We, and Re), ∼4000 images were analyzed to determine the variation of instantaneous drop spread and height, and map their respective spatial-temporal evolution.
The droplet size (described by the pre-impact diameter d o , and post-impact film spread D and its thickness h) was obtained on an equivalent volume-average basis. In determining the pre-impact drop diameter, measurements were made at several different angular diameters on the drop-face image (digitally enhanced and enlarged) using four different images just prior to impact and their composite average calculated for the final value. The spread-film diameter and thickness were measured digitally by resolving the sharp pixel film-edge contrast in each instantaneous image frame. The droplet velocity, and hence its Weber number, was varied and controlled by changing the height from which the drop of a given size (function of orifice needle diameter) was released.
The velocity was measured from two consecutive images just before impact by resolving the difference between the relative drop position and the time lapse (0.5 ms precision) between their two respective frames. Each experiment, with each drop-size and velocity combination, was repeated three times so as to ensure reproducibility and accuracy of measurements of the drop-impact spatialtemporal evolution. Six different test fluids (water, acetic anhydride, ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, 4:3 aqueous glycerin solution, and glycerin) were used to produce a range of drop sizes, with different surface tension and viscosities, and hence different We and Re. Their respective properties are listed in Table I .
The maximum uncertainty in the drop diameter and velocity measurements, based on sample propagation of error estimation, 19 was found to be ±1.38% and ±1.31%, respectively. The consequent uncertainty in the evaluated Weber number is ±2.35%, and ±1.90% in the Reynolds number. Finally, uncertainties in the droplet-film spread and flattening measurements are 1.47% and 3.51%, respectively. Contact angle measurements were made by a goniometer with precision of ±0.1
• . More details of the measurements methods, their precision and control, and uncertainty analysis are available in Ravi et al. 12 and Gatne et al.
20

III. DAMPED HARMONIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The differential equation that describes the motion of the mass in a mass-spring-damper system and which is disturbed with an initial displacement and initial velocity is given by 21 mÿ + cẏ + ky = 0.
(
Here m is the mass, c is the damping coefficient, k is the spring constant, and y is the extension of the spring;ÿ andẏ are, respectively, the second-and first-order time derivatives. To solve this second-order differential equation, the required conditions are provided by the initial displacement y(0) and the initial velocityẏ (0). The general solution for Eq. (1) is
where
It should be noted here that the four variables -viscous damping factor α, frequency ω, initial displacement y(0), and the initial velocityẏ (0) -uniquely define the transient variation of the displacement of the mass in a mass-spring-damper system. The damping coefficient determines the decay in the amplitude, whereas both spring constant and the damping coefficient govern the frequency of oscillations. The task in modeling the post-impact dynamic response of a droplet is to relate α, ω, y(0), andẏ(0) to liquid properties and initial conditions of the droplet-substrate system. Besides the impact inertia, liquid viscous and liquid-gas-solid interfacial properties govern the post-impact evolution of drop spread and its shape. Figure 3 schematically depicts the different forces acting on the spreading liquid drop and the corresponding forces in a typical mass-spring-damper system. Work done by the inertia force against viscous force is responsible for energy dissipation in the system, and this has a damping effect on the drop shape oscillations during repeated spread and recoil. In a mass-spring-damper system, the damping factor is given by the ratio of viscous damping coefficient and mass. The corresponding factor in the droplet-substrate system is the ratio of viscous force to inertia force, which is the inverse of Reynolds number Re. Thus the viscous damping coefficient α can be scaled and correlated as a function of Reynolds number, or
When the droplet spreads on the substrate, the liquid-air interface is stretched and part of the initial kinetic energy is used to do work against the action of the surface tension force. Not surprisingly then, if we compare two liquids with nearly the same viscosity, for example, water and acetic anhydride, the liquid with low surface tension coefficient (acetic anhydride) produces a larger spread compared to the high surface tension fluid (water). 12 The surface tension force acts in a manner similar to the spring force in the damped harmonic system by arresting the spread and by initiating recoil of the liquid to its original shape. Therefore, the surface tension coefficient affects the frequency of drop-shape oscillations. Once the liquid begins to recoil, similar to that in the massspring-damper system, the shape change goes beyond the equilibrium position by forming a liquid column which increases the potential energy of the liquid. This liquid column then re-spreads on the substrate. These shape oscillations continue until the motion is completely damped by viscosity. The fluid viscosity acts to slow the fluid motion and it affects the frequency of shape oscillations. In a mass-spring-damper system, the frequency of damped oscillations is a function of the ratio of spring constant to mass as well as the ratio of the viscous damping coefficient to mass. The analogous factors in the droplet-substrate system are the ratio of surface tension force to inertia force, and the ratio of viscous force to inertia force; essentially the respective inverse of Weber number We and Reynolds number Re. It is thus expected that the frequency of oscillation can be scaled by the following functionality:
The initial velocity in this scaling can be expressed in terms of the impact velocity, and the initial displacement can likewise be related to initial spread factor and flatness factor.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental data for transient spread and drop-film height variations for six different liquids were acquired, and the damped harmonic system model was developed on the basis of these measurements. By changing droplet size and its impact velocity, a broad spectrum of drop-impact-spread conditions was obtained. The consequent balance of inertia, respectively, with surface tension and viscous forces varied as 9.0 < We < 25, and 3.0 < Re < 2180. Likewise, the six different liquids used in the experiments provided a three-orders of magnitude variation in the relative viscous interaction with surface tension forces, represented by 0.007 < Ca < 7.6, and 0.0023 < Oh < 2.0.
Referring to the spatial and temporal variation of the post-impact droplet spread-recoil behavior depicted in Fig. 1 , the resulting range of maximum drop-film spread factor was 1.284 ≤ β max ≤ 2.533, and the corresponding minimum flatness factor range was 0.161 ≤ δ min ≤ 0.503. Moreover, by considering the truncated sphere geometry of an equal volume Q sessile drop of a given liquid and its liquid-solid contact angle θ with the hydrophobic substrate (Teflon), the long-time-scale (t → ∞) or equilibrium spread factor β eq and flatness factor δ eq can be determined as follows:
For θ < 90
• :
For θ = 90
For θ > 90
Here, of course, the droplet volume is Q = π d 3 o /6 . For the experimental results and model development presented in this paper the equilibrium droplets were characterized by 1.029 ≤ β eq ≤ 1.861, and 0.308 ≤ δ eq ≤ 0.740.
A. Predictions of transient spread variation on a Teflon substrate
When a droplet impacts on a substrate its spread factor increases from zero to a maximum value (see Fig. 1 ). Subsequently, the drop-film recedes and recoils, the spread factor decreases and then oscillates about its equilibrium value that is typically less than the maximum spread. Moreover, low Ohnesorge number (Oh ∼ 0.001) droplets tend to undergo several spread and retraction oscillations with a large change in the liquid-solid contact area during each cycle. A high Ohnesorge number liquid (Oh ∼ 0.1 and greater), on the other hand, tends to exhibit fewer spread-retraction oscillations and its droplet reaches the equilibrium spread in a relatively shorter time duration.
Considering an axisymmetric spread of the droplet, the rate of increase is twice the contact line velocity which is initially close to the impact velocity. Therefore, the initial spread and its rate of change can be specified as
Thus, by referencing the temporal response of the spread factor to the equilibrium value, Eq. (2a) can be restated to express the β − t variations as 
The predicted variations in α 1 and ω 1 given by Eqs. (9c) and (9d) are compared with the experimental measurements in Fig. 4 , and the excellent agreement between the two is evident. Equations (9a)-(9d) thus provide the complete solution for the damped harmonic model of liquid droplet spread on a hydrophobic surface (Teflon, characterized by θ ≥ 74
• in the present set of experiments). It may be noted that β eq can be determined a priori from measurements of a sessile drop of diameter d o on a given hydrophobic substrate.
The transient variations of the spread factor of highly viscous glycerin (Oh = 1.57) and propylene glycol (Oh = 0.178) droplets are graphed in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In both cases, the droplet is seen to spread and reach its equilibrium position without undergoing any significant spread-recoil oscillations. Given the highly viscous nature of the two liquids, such behavior is not surprising. Viscous effects retard and dampen spreading, which, besides inertia, is aided by surface wetting, and as a result β max tends to be very low. In conjunction with their respective Oh, the balance of these forces as expressed by the capillary number also suggests this behavior. In the case of glycerin, which has the highest Ca (= 7.59) and Oh of all the liquids considered in these experiments, the smallest value of the maximum spread factor (∼ 1.3) is obtained. A propylene glycol droplet, with a much smaller Ca (= 0.721) and Oh, compared to glycerin, correspondingly yields a slightly larger β max (∼ 1.6). In both cases, however, where the post-impact drop-spread evolution is significantly influenced by high liquid viscosity, the predictions of the mass-spring-damper harmonic system model, as given by Eqs. (9a)-(9d), are seen to describe the experimental data very well.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the temporal variation of spread factors for moderate Oh (∼ 0.01) liquid droplets, namely, 4:3 aqueous glycerin (Oh = 0.048) and ethylene glycol (Oh = 0.042). For both these liquids, relatively stronger recoil with a large change in the liquid-solid contact area is observed after the initial spread. After the first retraction, the droplet re-spreads to nearly or close to its equilibrium spread factor value. The maximum spread factors, β max ∼ 1.64 and 1.74, respectively, for aqueous glycerin and ethylene glycol are also somewhat greater in magnitude than those for propylene glycol and glycerin droplets. Symptomatic of the effects of reduced surface tension and/or viscosity, as described by lower Oh and Ca (= 0.21 and 0.19, respectively, for 4:3 aqueous glycerin and ethylene glycol), a strong drop-recoil from the maximum spread is observed but the subsequent oscillations are minimal. Nevertheless, the efficacy of the damped harmonic system model of Eq. (9) in describing and predicting the measured β − τ behavior is evident from the Figs. 7 and 8.
The dynamic spread factor variation with We ∼ 20 for acetic anhydride and water droplets, which have three-orders-of-magnitude smaller Oh (= 0.003 and 0.002, respectively) compared to glycerin, is graphed in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. Both water and acetic anhydride have very low viscosity (one-to-two orders of magnitude lower) compared to all other liquids considered in these experiments. Also, acetic anhydride has very low surface tension (∼ 32 mN/m). The combination of low viscosity and surface tension facilitates large spread of the acetic anhydride droplet, and it has the highest value of β max (∼ 2.53). The second-order damped harmonic model of Eq. (9) maps this behavior rather well (Fig. 9 ), but with a small over-prediction of β max and subsequent recoil. On the other hand, water has a much higher surface tension, which coupled with low viscosity results in strong post-maximum-spread recoil followed by multiple spread-recoil oscillations. The large difference in surface tension of acetic anhydride and water manifests in a significant difference in their equilibrium droplet spread values (β eq ∼ 1.86 and 1.67, respectively). Moreover, for the water droplet, the model prediction of maximum spread and oscillation frequency agrees rather well with experimental data (Fig. 10) , although the extent of recoil is under predicted.
B. Predictions of transient flatness factor variations on a Teflon substrate
The post-impact behavior of a water droplet on a Teflon substrate exhibits very strong recoil that leads to the formation of a liquid column. At high Weber numbers, the column breaks up or fractures to form one or more smaller droplets that fall back onto the substrate. 22 For low We (< ∼20), the water column height may exceed the diameter of the droplet or the flatness factor exceeds unity (δ > 1). 12, 20 After the initial maximum spread, however, the transient variation of δ for a water droplet shows that the behavior essentially follows a damped harmonic motion. We have therefore considered the variation of the flatness factor δ from its minimum value δ min (h min /d o ), or from the beginning of the first recoil in our model. We also note that our model, Eq. (9), predicts rather well both the maximum spread factor β max and the corresponding time as presented in Sec. IV A. For droplets with Ca > ∼0.1, the shape of the liquid layer at maximum spread can be approximated as a circular disk and based on mass conservation the corresponding minimum height of the liquid or minimum flatness factor can be obtained. For lower capillary number droplets, the liquid thickness can be estimated by considering the drop shape as a thin disk with a thicker toroidal ring at the periphery as described in Roisman et al. 13 Based on such evaluation of the experimental data, the range of minimum flatness factor was 0.161 ≤ δ min ≤ 0.503.
As the droplet reaches its post-impact maximum spread and minimum height, the contact line velocity and the rate of change in height become zero. Thus, because our the damped harmonic systems model begins at the instant of minimum drop-film height, for the subsequent damped oscillatory motion the initial conditions are given by By referencing the time-dependent response to the equilibrium condition (as was done in the previous case) the variation of flatness factor can be obtained as
(11b) We further note that the damping factor α 2 can be related to the ratio of the amplitude between successive peaks, whereas the frequency ω 2 can be related to the time difference between successive peaks. These are once again functions of Re and (We, Re), as noted in Eqs. (3) and (4), and they were obtained from a regression analysis as follows: 
The consequent predictions for α 2 and ω 2 are seen to be in excellent agreement with the experimental data graphed in Fig. 4 . It should be noted here that subsequent to a droplet's maximum spread, contact angle hysteresis is observed during each ensuing spread-recoil oscillation. The advancing contact angle changes to a lower receding contact angle, and the shape of the drop and its drop flatness factor also changes in this process; the spread factor, however, remains the same during this wetting hysteresis. This is evident from the annotated photographic images of a typical droplet at three different instances in its spread evolution on the Teflon substrate depicted in Fig. 11 . Here, as the drop begins to recoil, the contact angle changes from advancing to receding, Figs. 11(a)-11(c), and h (or flatness) changes but D (or spread) remains constant. As a consequence, the frequency of oscillations for the flatness factor is expected to be somewhat different from that for the spread factor.
The predicted time-dependent evolution of flatness factor δ given by Eq. (11) for a glycerin droplet is compared with the experimental data in Fig. 12 . The excellent agreement between the two is self-evident, and it provides another validation of the damped harmonic system model for accurately predicting the flatness factor response of a very high viscosity fluid droplet. The Oh (= 1.57) for this droplet is about two-to-three orders of magnitude higher than that of a comparable water droplet (Oh = 0.002), and as seen in Fig. 5 it undergoes only one recoil after the initial spread. Correspondingly, there is a monotonic increasing progression of δ in time from its minimum value to its equilibrium condition, and significant shape oscillations are absent thereby reflecting the role of high glycerin viscosity in the fully damped variation of δ.
Figures 13-15 graph the transient variations in flatness factor δ from its minimum value for drops of propylene glycol (Ca = 0.72), 4:3 aqueous glycerin (Ca = 0.21), and ethylene glycol (Ca = 0.19), respectively. The values of capillary number in each case indicate that the effect of surface tension, relative to viscosity, is an order of magnitude and more greater than that in an equivalent glycerin droplet (Ca = 7.59). As a consequence, δ − τ plots exhibit multiple shape oscillations before the drop attains an equilibrium shape; larger number of undulations is observed with decreasing Ca. Moreover, of the three liquids, the capillary number for propylene glycol is the largest and correspondingly the dimensionless time required to damp its oscillatory motion is shorter (τ ∼ 10). Whereas the aqueous glycerin and the ethylene glycol droplets have about the same capillary number, and their equilibrium state is attained in nearly the same time frame (τ ∼ 15). Once again, the excellent match of predicted behavior with the experimental measurements for δ − τ for each of propylene glycol, aqueous glycerin, and ethylene glycol droplets provides a self-evident validation of the damped harmonic model.
The changes in flatness factor with time for an acetic anhydride droplet, which has very low viscosity and correspondingly low capillary number (= 0.014), are presented in Fig. 16 . The predicted flatness factor variation of the damped harmonic model is once again seen to agree rather well with experimental data, particularly for the first two oscillations. Although the model continues to predict the amplitude correctly in the subsequent oscillations, the agreement with their frequency is weaker. The frequency appears to change beyond τ ∼ 10, at which point, it may be recalled from Sec. IV A (Fig. 9) , the spread factor β attains its equilibrium value and the liquid-solid contact line does not move thereafter. Hence, the changes in flatness factor beyond τ > 10 reflect droplet height modulations during the subsequent shape oscillations without any change in the spread factor. The viscous dissipation is low during this process, compared to the spread-recoil prior to τ < 10, and both damping and surface tension forces determine the frequency of oscillation of the damped harmonic system. As such the change in frequency of oscillation beyond τ > 10 may be due to the change in damping effects.
Of all the liquids considered in these experiments, water has the highest surface tension and very low viscosity. Because of this combination of properties, which typically produced droplets with Ca ∼ 0.01 and Oh ∼ 0.002, there is a strong post-impact recoil of the drop after the initial spread, as seen in the δ − τ signature in Fig. 17 . The stronger surface tension force tends to inhibit spreading after the initial recoil and accentuates the subsequent recoil and shape oscillation evolution prior to reaching equilibrium. This tends to make the flatness factor variation asymmetrical about the equilibrium position, which perhaps would explain the somewhat weaker agreement between the model predictions and experimental measurements, as compared to the fit with results of the other liquids. To remedy this and to better accommodate the amplitude variation, perhaps a non-linear spring needs to be considered in the mass-spring-damper system modeling.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The temporal variations of dimensionless spread (spread factor β) and dimensionless height (flatness factor δ) during post-impact spread-recoil oscillations of a liquid droplet on a dry hydrophobic (Teflon) substrate at low Weber numbers (9.0 < We < 25) were modeled as a second-order damped harmonic system. The model was based on experimental data obtained with high speed videography for droplets of six different Newtonian liquids that covered a wide range of interfacial properties (0.002 ≤ Oh ≤ 1.57; and 0.007 ≤ Ca ≤ 7.59). Using the analogy between the mass-spring-damper of a second-order harmonic system and inertia-surface tension-viscous forces of the droplet-substrate system, the spread-recoil oscillation frequency was correlated with Weber and Reynolds number and the damping factor was correlated with the Reynolds number. The spread and flattening factor variations predicted by this model agree well with experimental data, and this is especially close for Oh > ∼0.01 and Ca > ∼0.1. The proposed model provides a simple method to predict post-impact spread dynamics on a hydrophobic substrate at low Weber number (We < ∼20).
It may further be noted that the reported experiments are for the class of hydrophobic substrates (low surface energies) typically represented by a Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene or PTFE) surface. Substrates with high surface energy (or hydrophilic surfaces) would exhibit different dynamic responses of the liquid droplets and associated correlations for α and ω.
